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                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  What’s on your mind?

Documentation

Please, write down your most urgent question or thought which you think ought to be discussed!

The participants wrote questions that later were sorted in under different pre-prepared themes. When the creative discussion began, the participants found their ways to themes that interested them. 

Question that were discussed (including notes)

Experiences on innovation
How can we make interactive, learning-oriented (developmental) evaluation suitable for functioning as accountability tool, instead of just/only using traditional monitoring for that? And is learning evaluation compatible at all with accountability objectives? (Nanny Bressers)
	Learning is an important criteria in evaluation of innovation programmes – for accountability, for transition to sustainable development (id. change)

Operational? Methodological challenges!

Policy evaluation
How do we evaluate command of control instruments? (Ficre Zehaie)
How do we evaluate the connection between chemicals and bad health?

Experiences on sustainability transitions
When for example evaluating a governmental funding programme, what should be the basis for comparison? There is, really, no “zero alternative” as the world changes constantly. (Åsa Söderberg)
Solutions:
	Matched control groups. Most similar approach (comparing for example outcomes in Finland and Sweden).

Indicators
More specific objectives – what is sufficient evidence?
Effects from:
	Cities influencing each other

Other initiatives
Application process = collaboration?
Large fund program, local investment program (all municipalities included)?
Example: Agenda 21

Reflections from today
The role of synthesis in evaluation: how/if at all should be done? (Methods of aggregation). Who should do it? (Evaluation – technical experts/ policy makers/ stakeholders?) (Mojca Golobic)
	Mix of competences

Interdisciplinary work
Need for organizational capacity to incorporate cross-cutting activities

The user´s perspective
When can we best sure that we reached out to all relevant stakeholders? 
How can we be sure that all of them sufficiently expressed their views and that this is sufficiently respected, integrated. 
What, when something fatigue becomes to dominant?
	Involve people early in the process.

Separate time for involvement and time for analysis.

Methodological challenges
How do we evaluate that we are doing the right thing – what questions should we ask? How do we evaluate the answers? What context are they put into? 
How do we evaluate the (Swedish) generational goal – basic conditions, what is enough etc?
	Huge variety of methodologies

What do you want to do with the information?
How much money is spent on subsidies?
How much money is spent on transition?
What are the questions, what are we measuring and why?
Monitoring details
Sustainable transitions
A lot of securities – measuring effects
Idea: summer school, EEEN, EEA – exchange ideas, thoughts.

Question that came in late

How to design and settle valuation methods of environmental effects that can be used as standards, so that we get “values” (prices) that are comparable, but still valid, precise enough and policy relevant? (Knut Per Hasund)

How can we institutionalize EEEN so more continuity can be built in?
	Develop more activities next to the yearly conferences

Avoid that EEEN breaks down at the moment when no-one stands up to organize the next conference
Ideas: 
	Find finance for a secretariat?



